Dog Rescue R Us
& Veterans
#mutualrescue
Adopt-Volunteer-Foster
“The one absolute, unselfish friend that man can have in this selfish world—the one that never proves ungrateful or treacherous—is his dog”
“DOG SPELLED BACKWARD IS GOD”
With over 20,000 veterans from all military branches living in the Permian Basin, it is our mission & ministry to provide access to healthy, fully vetted, K9 companions to our veteran community. These dogs are not trained service dogs, they are emotional support animals for love and companionship. “Because everyone needs a buddy!”

Adopt-Volunteer-Foster

Adoption program requirements - Achieved by completing an adoption application, a preliminary home check, and follow-up visits from our veteran liaison. Candidate must be able to provide a safe, secure, loving and caring environment.

Volunteer - Help at shelter by walking, playing with and loving on our dogs while their kennels are being cleaned. Volunteers may also assist with chores and odd jobs needed around our facility.

Foster program requirements - Achieved by completing a foster application, and a home check with follow up visits from our veteran liaison. Candidate must be able to provide a safe, secure, loving and caring environment. All vetting & food is provided, also may include transportation to and from vet appointments needed. Fostering can easily transition into an adoption.
Our Staff

Scott Stearns - Veteran Liaison - (432) 208-1185 - scottstearns1257@gmail.com

Dolly Hintz - Operations Director - Foster/Adoption/Volunteer Program  
(432) 349-3223 - dogrescuerus@gmail.com

Dana Tinley - Vice President - Corporate, Donor, Public Relations & General Inquires - (575) 318-7406 - tinleymv@gmail.com

Shawn Blair - President - Corporate Relations - (806) 787-4022  
dogrescuerus@gmail.com

“THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE”  
WWW.DRRU.ORG  
A NON Profit Organization #84-1980246  
Leaving no veteran or dog behind  
#mutualrescue
**WHO WE ARE**

DRRU is an Animal Rescue located in Gardendale and serving the West Texas area. Established in January 2019, we are a 501(c) 3 Non Profit Corporation # 84-1980246

*We rely heavily on foster homes.*

**WHAT WE DO**

- We rescue dogs that have been abandoned on the streets and released to local shelters. They are being dumped at an unprecedented rate in the oilfields and desolate highways and in neighborhoods, abused and neglected. The shelters are always at max capacity and the only way to make room for new animals is to euthanize the existing ones. This cycle repeats daily.

- We transport all these otherwise sure to be dead dogs (either through abandonment or euthanasia at the shelter) to their new homes in Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin, Oregon & Canada. We have a sister rescue in Illinois known as Dog Rescue R Us North. All of these communities have the resources, space and appreciation for these animals. Updates are posted regularly on social media. These updates include the wonderful aftermath of the transport: seeing these dogs in loving homes with the happiest of families.

- DRRU pays for all vetting and transportation costs. DRRU has four buses that we use to transport the animals in the most comfortable manner we can provide. We drive an average of 12,000 miles a month to relocate these dogs to new homes. This means we must get new buses every 2-3 years to stay safe. We pay a mechanic to keep us safely on the road between each trip. The approximate cost is $15,000 each month for transporting. We spend an additional $7,500 a month for vaccines, preventative care, health certificates and more. Transported dogs must meet every state requirement at the cost of a minimum of $150 for each dog. Then there are the emergencies with which we are inundated with on a daily basis! We hold USDA licenses in Texas & Illinois. We have a PACFA License for Colorado.

- DRRU participates in the Jordan’s Way National Tour. DRRU has received grants from PETCO, Rachel Ray Grant (Covid), The Moore Foundation, James A. “Buddy” Davidson Foundation, & the Permian Basin Area Foundation.

- **AS OF JANUARY 2022, DRRU HAS SAVED OVER 10,500 DOGS.** In three years, close to 300+ dogs per month have been saved which is approximately 10+dogs per day. Each day, every day. All year long. Even yesterday. Our mission is to EDUCATE the public not only on the importance of spay/neuter of their pets to help combat the overpopulation epidemic but to also educate the public on how to properly vet and care for a pet.

**THE GOOD NEWS**

The really good news is that if you are at all interested in helping with a solution and saving a dog’s life, YOU CAN HELP! We need foster homes. We need funding to operate on a monthly basis.

We need volunteers, “boots on the ground”. We need your prayers.

**TO MAKE THIS HAPPEN, YOU CAN DONATE TO:**


You may also mail a check to: DRRU, 4416 Briarwood Ave, St. 110 PMB 17, Midland, TX 79707.

Website: [https://www.DRRU.org](https://www.DRRU.org)